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Workshop Agenda (3 days)
Day 1 (Photography)
- Introductions
- Project overview
- Equipment overview
- Photography 101
- BL Photography guidelines
- Hands-on photography
Day 2 (Files + Metadata)
- Review of yesterday
- Interview Questions
- Organizing images
- Backing up images
- Filling out BL Listing template
Day 3 (Hands on Workshop)
Practice photography + Interviews for 
fieldwork
What are you looking forward to 
learning in this workshop?
Overview of the Project (Fallou)
Digitization Workflow (Daily, Weekly, Monthly)
1. For each collection:
1.1. Setup camera and organize manuscripts for digitization
1.2. Test camera settings
1.3. Photograph each manuscript (front cover to back + blank pages)
1.4. Conduct and video interview w/ manuscript owner (questionnaire)
1.5. Upload Images + Video to Laptop
1.5.1. Organize and edit files
1.5.2. Verify backups to multiple locations
2. Fill in British Library Listing template spreadsheet based on Interview
3. Have team review work
4. Monthly/Weekly (if needed): Schedule regular meetings on Skype to 
review/discuss work and troubleshoot issues
Photography 101
3 Pillars of Photography / Exposure
Shutter speed, aperture (fstops), and light sensitivity (ISO)
ISO (Light sensitivity of the image sensor)
ISO 100 is ideal.
For our project anything from 100-640 
is recommended. 
Aim for the lowest (well exposed)
Why do we care about ISO? Image quality!
Aperture (fstops or sharpness)
Shutter speed
To get proper exposure at f8 
or smaller the shutter speed 
will need to be slower 
(longer) to let more light in.
A slower speeds we need: 
tripod and a shutter release 
cable to reduce hand 
shake/blurry pictures.
Note about tripods (horizontal)
3 pillars of photography review
Useful Photography Cheatsheet
Lighting: our biggest challenge 
Do our best w/ what light we have available.
Tips:
- Use macro flash ring when shooting indoors or in poor light 
conditions (more on this in a bit)
- Setup somewhere with even steady light (north facing 
windows (consistent))
- Watch out for shadows from tripod legs, people, etc
See handout from Hill Museum
Exposure meter
Our goal: Get as much visual detail as possible
Want a good balance where nothing in the image is completely “blown out” pure white or 
completely dark since any details on those parts of the image can never be recovered by 
editing the photo afterwards.
White Balance (WB) / Color Balance
Setting our own PRE-set WB (D5300 instructions) on the camera for each collection will 
help us make sure we have the most accurate colors possible w/ the lighting we have.
Ideal settings w/ studio lighting 
a. The GRAY SQUARE (neutral color): If red green and blue on the gray patch are 
closely matched then a good gray balance is achieved (R,G,B should be matched 
closely w/ no more than 6 numbers apart (e.g. 50, 55, 51).
b. The WHITE SQUARE used to test proper exposure should be the brightest part of 
the picture (but not blown out) under 240, 240, 240 (R,G,B)
Break
Equipment and 
Software Overview
Camera Nikon D5300 w/ 
18-55mm lens

Macro Flash Ring Tripod w/ ball head (Manfrotto)
What is level on the Spirit Level?
Software: ViewNX-i
- View images 
- Rotate images
- Export to manuscript images to TIFF 
8-bit format (files will be 3x larger 
after)
- Rename files for British Library and 
organize in folders
More on this tomorrow!
Software: Microsoft Excel
- Spreadsheet to fill out: British Library listing template
- More on this tomorrow!
Manuscript photography 
examples: Good & Bad
Good examples for British Library

When zooming into the image the characters are in focus
Some bad examples.
Why?
How to fix?


 Photography Steps 
(Summary)
Steps to Follow For each collection we will Photograph (Show & Tell):
1. Setup tripod
2. Place camera on tripod w/ remote shutter release
3. If needed place adapter for flash ring on lens.
4. Make sure camera is level (spirit level) and re-adjust tripod ball head.
5. Setup manuscript on sheet board
6. Place QP color checker card below manuscript (bottom of frame - centered)
7. Use Info button and Live View to make sure they are straight
8. Adjust zoom lens (or tripod) to make sure manuscript takes up most of the frame and 
that QP card is completely visible and centered (not cut off).
9. If needed: Add macro flash ring (turn on Light Mode) if photographing indoors
10. Testing the camera settings before shooting a collection: 
a. With camera set the WB for this session (only once for each collection)
b. On M (dial): Test ISO, aperture (fstop), shutter speed for proper exposure.
c. Use zoom-in botton to make sure text is in focus and edges are sharp. 
11. Photograph each manuscript in the order organized by the owner. Systematically 
photograph each part of the manuscript from front cover to back cover (incl. Blank 
pages)
